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LIMITED GOV’T & 

JUDICIAL REVIEW
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LIMITED GOVERNMENT

: A system in which the power of the government is limited, not 
absolute

Draw a visual:
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LIMITED GOVERNMENT

: A system in which the power of the government is 
limited, not absolute

[RECALL] Which English documents influenced this 
principle? 

Where in the Constitution is the National Gov’t limited?
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LIMITED GOVERNMENT

: A system in which the power of the government is limited, not absolute

[RECALL] Which English documents influenced this principle? 

1. Magna Carta

2. English Bill of Rights 

Where in the Constitution is the National Gov’t limited?

1. Bill of Rights

2. Federal Powers (Delegated, Reserved and Denied)
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JUDICIAL REVIEW

: The power of the 
Supreme Court to declare 
laws and actions of local, 
state, or national 
governments 
unconstitutional 
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JUDICIAL REVIEW

1. Describe the historical background:

 Election of 1800 >>> Case tried in 1803

 Shift in political parties: Federalist to Republican

 Who gets the judge job? Marbury or Madison?
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JUDICIAL REVIEW

2. Why is this case important?

Significance>>> Gives the Supreme Court 
POWER (Judicial Review) to balance out any 
disputes between political offices
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JUDICIAL REVIEW

3. Checks and Balances?? 

 Courts check Congress’ power to make laws

 Courts check President’s power to appoint 
officers/judges
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JUDICIAL REVIEW
#4 HOW IT WORKS
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This is a 
check on 

BOTH
LB & EB!! 



DUAL COURT SYSTEM 

 Federal Courts

 Powers derive from the Constitution and federal laws 

 State Courts 

 Powers derive from various state constitutions and their laws 





REQUIREMENTS 
FOR FEDERAL 
JUDGES 

 No formal 

requirements

 Do not need a law 

degree (unless serving 

a bankruptcy judge) 

 Appointed position 

 Serve for life 



CIVICS ATTITUDE

1. The U.S is one of the few countries in which the highest 
court of the land has the power to declare a law 
unconstitutional. Do you believe that such a power is of 
benefit to a country? Explain your answer. 

2. Justice John Marshall was a Federalist who believed in a 
strong national government and certainly moved in this 
direction with his Marbury ruling (decision). Do you think 
it is proper for a Supreme Court Justice to allow his or her 
personal political opinions to influence the rulings of the 
Court? Explain your answer. 17



PRINCIPLES APPLICATION

 Use your NOTES

 Read through EACH government scenario

 Decide which principle it is

 Mark the letter

 Yes– we will go over answers
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